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G-ENERAL INFORMATION

BACKYARD PRQfJ Sports Training™ & Outdoor Recreational Trampoline™

Introducing The World's Finest Home Fitness and Fun Machine!™

Congratulations on your interest in a good backyard trampoline! It is one of the best invest
ments in HEALTH, FUN, & FITNESS that anyone can make. Trampolining is one of the most 
beneficial forms of exercise existent. More muscle groups are used more often and in a more bal

anced, harmonious and more coordinated way in trampolining than in virtually any other form of 
exercise. Trampolining requires and develops a very high degree of rhythmic muscle group coor
dination and kinesthetic awareness: this does more to sharpen and improve all-around physical 
coordination and kinetic space awareness than does any other sport. Trampolining is also a very 
LOW IMPACT exercise. Gymnastics, dance, jogging, jumping rope, and other aerobic activities 
are much more beneficial and less punishing on the trampoline because its notable resilience 
cushions all body impact. 

The aerobic and other health benefits of trampolining are unsurpassed. Trampolining is very 
adaptable and versatile. AB does a computer, a good trampoline interacts closely and personally 
with the user. And as with a computer, one sufficiently knowledgeable can "program" a trampo
line workout to accomplish various personal objectives. A premium quality home sports training 
and outdoor recreational trampoline such as the BACKYARD PRO� affords a nearly infinite va
riety of moves, exercises, routines, and workouts. Through selecting and structuring from this 
rich and exciting repertoire of exercise possibilities (many of which would be literally impossible 
to perform on any platform other than a quality trampoline), the perceptive and informed tram
poline enthusiast can effectively realize praiseworthy health, fitness and sports training goals or 
deeply personal aesthetic, expressive

> 
and artistic goals. 

Your trampoline workout can be just as intensive or as moderate as you care to make it. And 

it can be as cautious- or as daring as you might wish. But reassuringly, ALL the HEALnI and 
FITNESS BENEFITS of trampolining can be derived from basic, NON-SOMERSAULTING 
trampolining. It is NOT necessary to learn advanced trampolining to enjoy virtually the FULL 
RANGE of tremendous and varied health and fitness benefits that trampolining can confer. 
Trampolining is one of the very best sports for general fitness and conditioning. And 
unlike many other fitness and exercise activities, trampolining is FUN!! Trampolining is always 
play, and never work. One never grows bored or discouraged with it! 

AB with any active sport, there are some obvious significant risks inherent in trampolining 
which every participant must assume. These risks can be GREATLY MINIMIZED (though not 
totally eliminated) by investing in superior trampoline equipment and by following estab
lished safety rules and practices. The BACKYARD PRO trampoline is .the best designed, 
best constructed, and best performing backyard trampoline currently available. Its unique 
state-of-the-art design incorporates many unique safety features not found on other trampolines 
and features a superior, stable, effortless, safe and forgiving bounce which affords the performer 
improved control. The BACKYARD PRO home sports training and outdoor recreational tram
poline is the preferred choice of World, Olympic, and All-American champions and other 
knowledgeable trampoline, gymnastic, springboard diving, and free style ski enthusiasts. 

It can be very UNWISE to attempt certain sports and activities without the benefits 
of TOP QUALITY PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT. If you want to enjoy the sport of sky 
diving , it pays to invest in the best parachute because your parachute is the only thing 
between you and the ground. Similarly, if you want to enjoy the sport and art of tram
polining--minimizing its risks while still fully enjoying trampolining's very substantial 
benefits--it pays to invest in the best backyard trampoline. "For those who KNOW, the 

ONLY way to go is BACKYARD PRO® 1 "™
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ONLY THE PATENTED  
BACKYARD PRO® IS   
DESIGNED TO QUICKLY  
CONVERT TO INSTALL  
PROFESSIONALLY AND   
ECONOMICALLY AT  
GROUND LEVEL!  



















Please read what this World Trampoline Champion, 
Gymnastics Champion, and Gymnastics Hall of Fame 
member says about his Backyard Pro Trampoline!

Dear Backyard Pro, 

As a world champion on the trampoline, international gym.nas

ties competitor an!l gymnastics coach at two major universities, I've 

had ample opportunity to enjoy workouts on many different brands 

and qualities of trampolines. What I look for in an outdoor trampo

line iS durability, a responsive bounce, lively sturdy springs, and of 

course a stable frame on which one can stand while spotting, observ

ing, coaching or waiting for one's turn. 

I have a BACKYARD PRO in my back yard--all weather, all sea

sons--and it is a joy to use for me, for my wife, and for our two chil

dren. The trampoline has helped their coordination, strength, bal

ance, and confidence over the years. Our youngest daughter has been 

having fun and doing seat drops since she was 18 months old! My 

BACKYARD PRO trampoline is one of my favorite possessions, and 

about the last thing I would ever want to sell. 

I have also found the Backyard Pro staff to be extremely 

knowledgeable and conscientious in their handling of this product. 

Based on my communications with them, and after reading the 

inStructions, cautions, and other materials, I conclude that they have 

the safety, enjoyment, and health of their patrons first and foremost 

in mind. In fact, I've not seen a trampoline company who is more 

conscientious than Backyard Pro. I wish them well; the BACKYARD 

PRO trampoline is an excellent product, that, if used with normal 

precautions, judgement, and the guidelines they outline, should 

continue to serve and enhance the lives of those who use it. 

WORLD TRAMPOLINE CHAMPION

Very truly,





Sincerely yours: 

Ph.D. 

Dr. Brad Smart trained on his Backyard Pro®
trampoline to help him become a World 
Champion Masters Diver!

Dr. Brad Smart is a former two time All-American collegiate diver. After he 
graduated college and formed his own very successful company and 
married and had a family, he had gotten away from diving. However his 
children wanted a trampoline and he decided to buy them a good one that 
they could not only play on but improve their sports performance also. He 
bought them a Backyard Pro trampoline. When he saw how much fun they 
were having, he decided to try a few moves on the trampoline. Dr. Smart 
started practicing his dry board diving skills. Eventually he perfected his 
diving skills and started entering Masters diving meets. He became a very 
successful competitor and won meet after meet resulting in competing in 
an ever larger distance from his home. Eventually in due time Dr. Smart 
qualified and entered the World's Champion Masters Competition which 
was held in London England. In that Competition he won first place and 
became the World Champion Masters Diver. He said that in order to win, 
he had to perform dives more difficult than when he competed in college 
as an All-American diver. Eventually he ended up buying two Backyard 
Pro trampolines and continues to be active in diving. 

Smart & Associates, Inc. 

Dear Backyard Pro: 

I purchased a Backyard Pro trampoline, for aerobic conditioning 

for myself and sports training for my children. As a former twice 

All-American springboard diver, I wish that I had had the 

Backyard Pro when I was training in college. 

These days I find working out on my Backyard Pro to be a fun 

diving dry board training and aerobic workout. My children have 

used it constantly for recreation and also for training in diving, 

various gymnastic events, and competitive water-skiing.
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